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(1) 
July has been full of dynamic events in the energy field.  
 
It brought powerful waves of light connected with a series of the solar flares.  
 
Descending waves of light empowered anchoring highly vibrating energies on the Earth trough human bodies with already 
activated 12 DNA strands.  
 
Particularly important in July was a process of building (through bodies of so-called Angelic Humans with completed fully 
12 DNA strands) a protective energetic dam for our planet. Its aim is to protect and secure the Earthly Matrix of a Time 
and Space (the one for ascending line) from pulling into a matrix of artificially collapsing Earth (more on Angelic Humans 
and this phenomenon I wrote in a July report).  
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(2) 
A completion of anchoring of the protective energetic dam in July was a praeludium to a pivotal global process that is 
commencing in August. The process will continue even to January/February 2023. This is a process of collapsing of an old, 
dual in nature world (a mind reality) and from which we observe slowly emerging a non-dual world (a heart reality).  
 
A dual reality is one of the natural phases of a human consciousness evolution. This is a base to make choices and 
experience consequences of same. Integration of wisdom flowing from such reality (comprehending of one’s own 
perception and the full spectrum of duality) is a basis to enter a non-dual perception (a heart reality).  

Terrestrial dual reality (a mind reality) fluctuates around two poles: mundane motives and so called ‘higher values’. 
However, those two kinds together make a system that equals to zero. In other words, those higher values are 
counterbalancing acts based on low motives. So, in dual reality each being acts on a basis of a chosen model of proceeding, 
depending on its own level of consciousness. If one acts from a basis of higher values, then – to counter balance – someone 
else acts from a basis of mundane motives. For example: as long as one person calls for peace, someone else makes war.  
 
By analogy: the more people choose to act from higher values (higher meaning higher level of consciousness) – the more 
– to counter balance – someone else acts more mundane. This process can be clearly noticed at the moment in the energy 
field: the more beings awaken and raises its own level of consciousness; the more destruction appears in actions of the 
other side. We could say, the string between the two qualities stretches more and more.  
 
The increased level of consciousness of a group of humans acting from a level of higher values and not dispersing an 
energy to low vibrating structures (acting on a basis of a mundane motives) allows for energy cumulation. At some point 
that accumulated energy may make a quantum leap to a higher level of vibration (from a dual reality of a higher vibrations 
of ego-mind to a non-dual heart reality). Then it stops being a counter-balance for beings acting on the basis of mundane 
values.   

Coming back to our string example, this is the moment when a string gets torn apart. When one side of a dual system 
exits duality, the other side – by no having a counter balance – collapses under own burden (perhaps a good analogy 
here would be a comparison to a self-sucking black hole, that eventually disappears).   

To avoid a low vibrating collapsing part from pulling in that separating higher vibrating part, it was necessary to generate 
the protective energetic dam (through bodies of so-called Angelic Humans with completed 12 DNA strands) that will 
protect the Earthly Matrix of a Time and Space from pulling into a matrix of artificially collapsing Earth. This security is 
fully ready at the moment.  

At this moment we can feel ‘a silence before a storm’ in the energetic field. A pending tension, awaiting something but 
not really understanding what. This is a subtle vibration of a fear, a loss even. This is a field generated by a low vibrating 
part of a dual reality, that slowly is collapsing.  
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Regarding the upcoming months; it is worth to be aware where we focus our attention and what we feed with our 
energy because collapsing structures (also particular people) will intensively look for energy sources to keep themselves 
the longest possible on the surface.   
 
Because of that at the end of the Summer or at the beginning of the Autumn, the two timelines may connect together 
again (at the moment they run in parallel). At this moment we notice a temporary come back of the most famous disease 
in the last two years (although in different version such as new monkey ailment). We also notice a scenario connected 
with a negative influence of the solar flares and atypical or increased meteorological phenomenon. Those actions aim at 
lowering vibrations but will not have in a longer prospect influence on just happening energetic processes.  

(3) 
The process of collapsing that ‘black hole’ will be visible on many life levels, both in respect to a global and an individual 
level.  
 
In effect we are to exit patterns that are typical for materialism (connected with a second chakra). People that have not 
let go topics connected with a second chakra and still are attached to external attributes of a systemic life will have an 
opportunity to let go those matters in the upcoming months by facing different experiences such as lack, difficulties, 
limitations or loss. This is crucial to be able to enter a level of acting from a heart. It does not mean that we are to reject 
materialism as such, but to reject an attachment to materialism. The latter comes from a fear.  
The process of exiting an attachment to materialism, depending on a person, may bring a lesson of i.e., worsening the life 
status, a loss of a close person, for others a limitation of a causative possibilities in a matter. Denominator is one for all: 
letting go an attachment to a matter and other people.  
 
For this reason, some people in the coming months may experience a real chaos in their lives. This is because the 
attachment patterns will transform simultaneously. It means that all not already let go matters will trigger at once. In all 
key life areas (home, relations, work etc.). The process of letting go an attachment to a materialism may last even to 
February 2023.   

To deal with such situation efficiently one could (1) let go the old, (2) be independent in actions, (3) be creative in the 
moment of unknown, (4) collaborate with others.  

Letting go the old releases a resistance to change and allow accumulate energy, that we can use for a creative action 
directed towards future. Independence in actions releases a need of attachment to systems, help, saviours, supporters 
and other matters that anchor a human being in a victim pattern and deprive of own power. A creativeness in action opens 
a completely new possibilities, far from what has already been known. A collaboration is needed to combine efforts with 
others towards achieving mutual goals.  

Those four values are a key to an abundant existence on the New Earth. They anchor a human being in a self-trust, a trust 
to life, in a heart vibration. People that already have those skills will not experience the upcoming months as a ‘difficult’ 
time, because those matters are integrated in their energetic field.  
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(4) 
A revelation and transparency of an energy field that took place at the end of May (I wrote about it in the July report) will 
cause that in August and further months more and more people will understand who is who. It concerns not only key 
people from a public, celebre or spiritual life. It also concerns people from the closest environment, relations from home 
and work.  
 
Understanding and awareness of spiritual genotypes will cause that people will start making firm choices in relation to 
their own lives. It could be a decision to leave a job or finish specific relations. Withdrawal of this energy will fasten a 
process of collapsing of a low vibrating side. To clarify, it only exists because it feeds energy from others. Withdrawal of 
this energy means its end.  
 
Also, in the ‘public’ area we will observe an increased series of different ‘events’ that will only be a ‘cover’ to allow 
withdrawing certain people from a public life. Especially in the politics we will observe weird actions and unexpected 
decisions, ‘plot twists’ and people leaves. I want to stress one more time that it is worth watching it from an unemotional 
observer position, so not to empower those events with our own energy.  

The process of leaving our planet by human beings will intensify. A big part of these beings are those whose bodies 
(through attachment to a low vibrating pattern) stop being compatible with a newly emerging heart reality.  

(5) 
On the individual level two intense processes commence in August (although symptoms of these processes for some 
appeared already in July). This is connected with descending solar flares and descending from July (till the end of 
September) consecutive, higher energies (visible partly on a Schumann’s Resonance).  
 
Firstly, people with activated 12 DNA strands will commence combining them to fully use an opportunity that brings this 
energetic system. This process will last the whole third quarter of 2022 (till early Autumn). Once the process completes it 
will allow a person to fully use skills that each DNA strand brings (from quarter four of 2022 till beginning of 2023).  
A connection of particular DNA strands will be linked with appearing additional human etheric bodies. This is also a 
transformation that will widely expand in the second part of this year and the beginning of 2023. 
 
The second process, that can be already felt by some is a cellular regeneration. In effect it will bring a health improvement, 
enforcement of vital powers and clear rejuvenation. This is why some people may surprisingly feel better, have more 
strength, food allergies may stop, may look younger etc.  
 
The process of cellular regeneration will have a different pace for different people. It could be a very quick one for some 
and last even dozens of months for others. Everything will depend on a current state of health and energetic possibilities 
of one’s body.  
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(6) 
In parallel with a DNA strands connection – on a big scale – in August will be present the current process of clearance of 
incarnation memory from emotional layers and various low vibrating patterns. This is particularly important in light of a 
future unblocking of incarnation memory for people with connected DNA strands. The process of clearing of incarnation 
memory may run differently. For some it will be felt mainly in very vivid dreams. In dreams may appear people from a far 
past or on the surface not connected in life with a dreamer.   
 
Other people may experience specific déjà vu or a situation of a sudden outburst of unnaturally strong emotions under 
influence of a situation or stimulus (words, places, events). In such moment it is worth focusing on breathing and conscious 
letting go that energy within us till a full release.  
 
A process of a clearing of a cellular memory might also be felt in our bodies. In many cases, especially in legs and hands, 
where flows out blocked earlier in the body energy. Many people particularly severely may feel pain, stiffness, heaviness 
in feet and calves and or in hands (especially fingers).  

A process of clearance of an incarnation memory runs differently for each person. It will last till a complete release of all 
low vibrations. It does not depend from memories volume but from persons readiness to let go those emotions.  

(7) 
August will enforce the current process of taking actions compatible with a spiritual plan for this incarnation. Consecutive 
months for many beings will bring invitations to tasks on material level according to a soul calling. In the energy field an 
apogee of this process will be for most in 2023 (Spring).  
 
Many people during meetings ask me how to find own calling. Meanwhile this is not something one finds. A human being 
becomes a calling, in effect synchronising own vibrations with a pattern notation in one’s own energetic matrix. A calling 
emerges from a person by a vibration, what in effect causes a materialization of specific events that give a person a 
manifestation in a material field. The key is acting according to own energetic strategy while following own internal (not 
external) decisive authority.  

There is an intense time ahead of us, with completely new possibilities. That is why I wish each of you that is reading this 
report to fully manifest own Divine potential here on Earth.  

I also encourage you to read my previous reports that are available on 
https://architekturaosobowosci.wordpress.com/ These reports not only bring information but above all anchor in 
people new energies and allow to hold higher level of vibration.  

Anna Architektura, Architektura Osobowości 

  

https://architekturaosobowosci.wordpress.com/
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https://architekturaosobowosci.wordpress.com/     (contact form) 

FB: Architektura Osobowości 

e-mail: profil.architektura@gmail.com 


